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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Second Day: Saturday, September 16, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 10-4-1-1  40%W, 60%ITM 
 
Ellis Park Final Meet Stats: 256-68-49-52—27%W, 66%ITM 
Churchill Downs Spring 2017: 372-99-71-62—27%W, 62%ITM 
Keeneland Spring 2017: 141-41-23-23—29%W, 61%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)EZMOSH: Improving colt is the controlling speed; post a concern   
(#7)TIZ MISCHIEF: Good effort on debut at Ellis; tighter this time around 
(#3)ARRIVAL: $800K Tapit colt needs a clean break; blinkers-on noted 
(#2)MEISTERMIND: Asmussen barn excels with first-timers, 2YO stock 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-3-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#10)FLASH N’ DANCE: Nice turn of foot in first start; has experience edge   
(#11)TRUST: $400K Bodemeister filly has been training forwardly 
(#3)STRONGER THAN EVER: $310,000 gray filly has a sharp work tab 
(#7)PINOT: Sire gets runners for high percentage barn; attracts Lanerie 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-11-3-7 
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RACE THREE 
(#1)COWBOY RHYTHM: Son of Tapit loves a mile and a sixteenth on dirt  
(#8)RACE ME HOME (IRE): Game win at The Spa last time; turns back 
(#4)STORM ADVISORY: He’s the controlling speed; stays 8.5F? 
(#6)SHAREHOLDER VALUE: Sports solid form outside of stakes company 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-4-6 
 
 
RACE FOUR 
(#3)TWIST OFF: $170,000 son of Curlin catches a light crew on debut   
(#9)SWIPING DAN: Good second out of the box in Jersey; plenty of upside 
(#7)BRAVAZO: Failed to menace at Saratoga; gets extra furlong, first Lasix 
(#8)TENKOZ: Cooked early in Ellis debut; improves in second career start 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-9-7-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#9)MYTHICAL TALE: Like the wide draw out of the chute; consistent filly   
(#5)LANEY: Caught “sloppy” tracks in last three starts; wants it “fast” 
(#2)TU SE MANQUES: Eye-catching debut run in Henderson; tries winners 
(#6)BELLA BAILAR: Second start off a layoff; turf-to-dirt angle appealing 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-5-2-6 
 
RACE SIX 
(#9)SEGMENT: Barn hits at a gaudy win clip with first-time starters  
(#12)FONDA ROMANA: Bred to relish dirt; tighter in second start off shelf 
(#5)MIA MISCHIEF: $300K Into Mischief filly makes debut for Asmussen 
(#3)PRINCESS WARRIOR: Bay miss has a sharp local tab for McPeek barn 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-12-5-3 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#11)REPROVE: Good fourth on debut, should love nine-panels; turf O.K.  
(#5)I AM IRON MAX: Has improved in each start; mile and an eighth suits 
(#10)FARAT: Big effort on debut in Chicago; replicates on “firm” going? 
(#9)DREAMRIDER: Should like the extra ground; comes in fresh for Casse 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-5-10-9 
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RACE EIGHT—Locust Grove Stakes (G3) 
(#2)BLUE PRIZE (ARG): Chestnut has never run a bad one; 8.5F suits 
(#7)TIGER MOTH: Won last two versus stakes company; loves distance 
(#5)FUHRIOUSLY KISSED: Behind top choice in last; solid form for Wilkes 
(#4)ROMANTIC VISION: Will love turning back to 8.5F; likes local strip 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-5-4 
 
 
RACE NINE—Open Mind Stakes 
(#4)IVY BELL: Won four of last five, loves Churchill Downs; had great year 
(#2)MAYLA: She gets away from Finley’sluckycharm; very consistent 
(#5)ATHENA: Four of her seven lifetime wins have been in Louisville 
(#1)GRACE’S TREASURE: Has an affinity for 6F; vulnerable vs. stakes foes 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-5-1 
 
 
RACE TEN—Iroquois Stakes (G3) 
(#2)HOLLYWOOD STAR: $550,000 Malibu Moon colt will relish two-turns 
(#1)TEN CITY: Rough trip cost him at Ellis; second start off the sidelines 
(#9)THE TABULATOR: Won stakes in first start vs. winners; gets Lasix 
(#7)FLAMEAWAY: Undefeated Scat Daddy colt should love the stretch out 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-9-7 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN—Pocahontas Stakes (G2) 
(#8)SUNNY SKIES: Stakes winner under Twin Spires; bred to love 2-turns 
(#12)KELLY’S HUMOR: Done little wrong; beat a nice crew in Ellis stakes  
(#3)SNOWFIRE: $500K Tapit filly will love the mile and a sixteenth trip 
(#7)TAKE CHARGE PAULA: Won both starts for fun; has company early 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-12-3-7 
 
 
 
 


